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Teaching Context01



1. Teaching Context

a comprehensive university

distinctive ethnic characteristics
University

first-year non-English majors

level 5 in CSE

weak in speaking, writing, cultural awareness

Targeted 
students

Unit 5 of Book 4 

New Horizon College English
Text

Teaching 

context
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stronger cultural 

confidence & a sense of 

national pride by telling 

Chinese stories.

A comprehensive 

understanding of 

stereotypes 

how to break 

stereotypes from 

cultural perspective.

Critical Thinking Moral EducationLanguage

2.1 Teaching Objectives

topic-related words 

and expressions

a narrative with 

direct dialog



Production-Oriented Approach

Motivating Enabling Assessing

Teacher-
guided

2.2 Teaching Methodology



An English Play Competition 

2.3 Teaching Procedure

To break a stereotype that 

foreigners have about China

To eliminate their 

misunderstandings about China 

by telling them more about 

Chinese culture

A SCENARIO

Stories of China: 

Retold in English



2.3 Teaching Procedure

Enabling 
stages

Focus of 
scaffolding

Details of scaffolding Sub-tasks Assessment

Stage 1
(Session 1)

Language 
Input

Topic-related words and 
expressions.
How to write a narrative with 
direct dialog.

A narrative with 
direct dialog about 
stereotypes

 Peer assessment
 Teacher 

assessment
 iWrite

Stage 2
(Session 2)

Cultural 
analysis

The definition and causes of 
stereotypes.
The negative effects of 
seemingly innocent stereotypes.
 How to break stereotypes.

An English play 
about breaking 
stereotypes

 Teacher-student 
collaborative 
assessment 
(TSCA)

Stage 3
(Session 3)

Story-telling 
strategies

How to tell Chinese culture 
well while breaking stereotypes.

An English play 
about breaking 
stereotypes with 
the telling of 
Chinese culture 

 TSCA
 Reflective 

journals
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Selecting

3. Teaching Materials

Reordering

Supplementing Revising



Language 
points 

in Text A

Content-related
materials  
in Text A

Writing 
task

3.1 Selecting



Language 
acquisition

Text 
analysis

Writing 
task

Arrangement 
in the 

textbook

To make students 
better prepared for 
the first sub-task.

How to write a narrative 
with direct dialog 

Why seemingly innocent?
What are the negative 
effects?

Topic-related words and 
expressions in Text A

3.2 Reordering

To make students 
focus on cultural 
analysis of 
stereotypes.



3.3 Revising

applicable &
challenging



3.4 Supplementing
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The negative effects of 
seemingly innocent stereotypes.

4.1 The focus of demo class

Enabling 
stages

Focus of 
scaffolding

Details of scaffolding Sub-tasks Assessment

Stage 1
(Session 1)

Language 
Input

Topic-related words and 
expressions.
How to write a narrative with 
direct dialog.

A narrative with 
direct dialog about 
stereotypes

 Peer assessment
 Teacher 

assessment
 iWrite

Stage 2
(Session 2)

Cultural 
analysis

The definition and causes of 
stereotypes.
The negative effects of 
seemingly innocent stereotypes.
 How to break stereotypes.

An English play 
about breaking 
stereotypes

 Teacher-student 
collaborative 
assessment 
(TSCA)

Stage 3
(Session 3)

Story-telling 
strategies

How to tell Chinese culture 
well while breaking stereotypes.

An English play 
about breaking 
stereotypes with 
the introduction of 
Chinese culture 

 TSCA
 Reflective 

journals



To make students have a deeper 
understanding about stereotypes

To make students break 
stereotypes more effectively

4.1 The focus of demo class

Difficult 
Points



Before the demo class

After the demo class

On the demo class

• Record an interview with 

foreigners about their impressions 

of China; upload it to Unipus. 

• Grasp useful language through 

online study and class activities.

A

B

C

4.2 The teaching procedure of demo class



Why is the notion of Chinese people being indirect 
and modest a seemingly innocent stereotype?1

2
What are the negative effects of some seemingly 
innocent stereotypes?

• Deep reading of Text A
• Analysis from cultural perspective

• Combination of Text A with a supplementary video
• Group discussion on more examples 

4.2 The teaching procedure of demo class



1

2

Output

Students’ 
report Output

Summary

Assessment 1: 
Teacher Assessment

Assessment 2: 
Computer-based Assessment
(Unipus)

4.2 The teaching procedure of demo class



Before the demo class

After the demo class

On the demo class

• Summarize the strategies on how 

to break stereotypes.

• Be prepared for the second sub-

task—making an English play.

• Why is it a seemingly 

innocent stereotype?

• What are the negative 

effects?

A

B

C

4.2 The teaching procedure of demo class

• Record an interview with 

foreigners about their impressions 

of China; upload it to Unipus. 

• Grasp useful language through 

online study and class activities.
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Unit 5 Why culture counts

The seemingly-innocent stereotypes



Contents 

1

What are the negative effects?3

Review

4 Wrap-up

2 Why is it seemingly innocent?

1 Review



Review

Are these generalizations all true?



Why is it seemingly innocent?



Read Paragraph 10 and find out the stereotype.

Para. 10

Why is it seemingly innocent?

Chinese are indirect and modest.



“Being indirect and modest”: What do you think of 
the comment  in this context?

A. Positive

B.  Neutral 

C. Negative

Para. 10

Why is it seemingly innocent?



Why is it seemingly innocent?

50.97%

36.12%

12.91%

Neutral

Positive

Negative

Is it positive, negative or neutral?

My students’vote



The author’s opinion toward the stereotypePara. 22

A seemingly innocent stereotype

Why?

Why is it seemingly innocent?



Modesty and politeness are regarded 

as virtues. 

Why did you choose neutral or positive?

Why is it seemingly innocent?

Chinese perspective



• Complacency leads to failure; modesty to 

success.

谦受益，满招损。
——《尚书·大禹谟》

• Propriety is seen in humbling one’s self and 

giving honor to others.

夫礼者，自卑而尊人。
——《礼记·曲礼》

Confucianism

Why is it seemingly innocent?



Americans Chinese

American “being direct”

insincerity

American perspective

Why is it seemingly innocent?



"Sau-sau (brother's wife) pretends too hard to be a polite recipient! 

Take the last scallop,  
please.

B'yao, 
zhenb'yao!

Why bother with such 
nominal courtesy?

Annoyed

Why is it seemingly innocent?
para. 1-9



Conclusion

The seemingly 
innocent 

stereotypes

Negative 
effects

American perspective

Chinese perspective



What are the negative effects?



TED talk：
“I’m not your 

Asian 
stereotype”



• 1) She should be good at Maths, only 

because she is an Asian, not because 

___________________. 

• 2) Whenever a boy asked her out, it 

was because he had a yellow fever, 

not  because  __________________.

she worked hard

he liked her

What are the negative effects?



Para. 22

What are the negative effects?



All Chinese are Kungfu Masters

Discussion:

Work in small groups and talk about 

the possible negative effects.

What are the negative effects?



Report from Group 1

What are the negative effects?



All Chinese are Kungfu Masters

Don’t trouble trouble

unless trouble troubles you.

人不犯我，我不犯人。

What are the negative effects?



Use the following self-assessment checklist to check what you have learned

in this period.

Yes
Needs
work

I can tell the seemingly innocent stereotypes in
cross-cultural communication.

I have known the negative effects of stereotypes.

I have a strong desire to break the seemingly 
innocent stereotypes. 

Wrap-up

✔

✔

✔



Summarize at least 3 ways to break stereotypes with the following 

references:

• Video：三言两语唠中国 https://v.qq.com/x/page/d31150dmqzi.html

• 胡超. 跨文化交际实用教程 [M]. 北京：外语教学与研究出版社, 2013: 

18-20.

Assignment 1：

Wrap-up

https://v.qq.com/x/page/d31150dmqzi.html


innocent stereotypical management judiciary fixed 
negative over-simplified role models prevalent bracketed

Stereotypes, as _______, ________________ images on a group of people, are 

__________ in intercultural communication. Some stereotypes, though seemingly 

________, can still have ________ effects. For example, Chinese Americans are 

__________ with the label of ___________, due to which it’s hard for them to get 

into top _____________ positions or work in the main __________ or political 

sectors. Therefore, it is not a sound idea to hold ____________ ideas toward each 

other in intercultural communication.

Quiz on Unipus: fill in the blanks with the given words 

Wrap-up

Assignment 2：



—— General Secretary Xi Jinping

Tell Chinese stories and transmit the Chinese voice in the way that could

be pleasantly accepted and in the language that could be easily

understood by foreign readers (Xi, 2015).

Wrap-up



THANKS


